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Myth #3: The point of an assignment is to get it done so that it's off the to-do list. 

Myth #4: If I make a mistake, my job is only to replace it with the right answer. 

Myth #5: I feel proud of myself only if I receive a good grade. 

Myth #6: Speed is synonymous with intelligence. 

Myth #7: If I get too far behind, I will never catch up. 

Myth #8: The way I want to be seen by my classmates affects the way I conduct myself as a 

learner 

Myth #9: What I'm learning in school doesn't have much to do with my life, but it isn't supposed to 

—it's school. 

Yazzie-Mintz, E. (2009) surveyed engagement of high school students in 2007-2008.  Of the 

students surveyed, two of three students reported being bored at least every day because 

material was not interesting, lacked relevance, wasn’t challenging, was too difficult, or included no 

interaction with a teacher. Does ‘boredom” reveal a lack of students’ self-discipline or the 

pervasive distraction resulting from an overstimulated environment? Student survivors may train 

themselves to follow directions, give predictable responses and ‘give the teacher what he or she 

wants.’   

Perhaps “boredom” would not matter as long as our students are prepared for college or work?  

However, more from 30 to 60 percent of college entrants need remediation (Conley, 2005 p xi), 

college instructors estimate that 42% of students are not prepared for college, and 39 percent of 

high school graduates agree that there are gaps in their preparation. (Peter D. Hart Research 

Associates, 2005).    

Zmuda suggests that schools can become true learning organizations if we teach through 

authentic tasks focused on real world authentic applications.  Students and teachers benefit from 

joyful, engaged, and creative classrooms. On December 3, 2014, Allison Zmuda will open the 

VASCD preconference with a full day focused on Giving Students a Seat at the Design 

Table: Voice and Choice in Learning.  Please join us for a day with Allison Zmuda as well as for 

our annual conference: School is for Innovators, December 4 and 5.  

Read excerpts from Breaking Free as well as other works by Allison Zmuda  

 

 Allison shares her personal story 
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